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INTRODVCTION
I~ this paper, we are going to describe briefly au inherited anomaly of the
jaws which occurs very frequently amongst long-haired dachshunds. It
appears that the same or a very similar anomaly is common in a variety of
breeds of' dogs. We therefore hope that it may be possible for other
investigators to flit in some gaps which circumstances beyond ore' control
have prevented us from closing.
Q~N~T,OS
The condition to be described in this paper is very common. Practically every breeder of long-haired dachshunds in this country is familiar
with it, though many ~dll not admR t h a t it has occurred in their own
kennels. ~adl long-haired dachshunds now kept in this country are
derived from a small group of closely related animals which were intported
from £4ermany after the Great War. An investigation of the pedigrees
of affected animals shows that at least one, and probably several animals
of the foundation stock must have been heterozygous for the condition.
This consists of a bad.fit of upper and lower jaw; the mandible is too
short iu p~oportion to the upper jaw, and_ consequently the occlusion of
the front teeth is faulty; the animals are " overshot". _&ffee~edanimals,
though fully viable a-nd vigorous, are valueless from the show point of
view and are now rarely used for breeding. Practically all affected
animals are therefore derived frbm two normal parents. As the data
supplied by dog breeders are often unreliable, we have confined our
material to all those litters which one of us (,4. J. L.) has seen personal!)<
The material is unselected, as it'includes a large number of litters in
which the condition did not appear. The ascertainment of affected animals
within this group is therefore complete. The data are given in. Table t,
where r = number of recessives; s = size of lifter ; ,J,~= number of litters of
size s; % =.number of reoessives in litters of size s: and ~ = t o t a l number
of puppies in litters of size s.
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Table I contains thirteen litters of n o r m M parents which were not
known to be hete~ozygotes, containing altogether seventy-four puppies.
Of these, twenty ~::imaIs were affected. As these data do not inch:de
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those litters from heterozygotes which failed to contain an affected
animal, a correction is necessary. The method has bee: given by Hatdane
(1938). The incidence of recessives (:9) is derived froxa the formula

where 2 is the frequency of reeessives, and p + g = l ; s is the number of
puppies per litter; ~ = largest value of 8 in ~he sample; 4---total number
of puppies in litters of the size s; and R = t o t a l number of abnormals
recorded. The formula gives 2 as the root of the equation
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which is solved by a process of iteration. The resul~ is
=0.1845 _+0-0578,
the standard error being dez-ived from the amount of information (I)
concerning is according to the formula (I-taldane, 1938)
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The value of p obtai:ecl is sm~ller f,han expected orx a mo:ofactoriaf
basis (0-25), but the difference is s.ot signifioan.i.
Two litters of four and six puppies respecti.vely~ were obtMned from
marinas of two known heterozygotes. Each contained one affected
animal. The ratio of' eigh~ normals to two abnormMs is in agreement with
a monof~ctorial expectation.
One litter of seven animals was obtained from an aft%cted bitch by a
dog known to be heterozygous. IS contained four normal and tMee
affected animals.
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The data, therefore, leave no doubt that the anomaly is inherited as
a simple ~fendelian factom It should be mentioned that the litter of two
puppies in Table I contained one affected animal and one individual in
which the condition was reversed, the animal being "undershot';. As
4his anomaly has occurred but once, it is doubtful whether it has anything to do with the "overshot ;~ condition described i~ this paper; the
animal has accordingly been treated as a normal.
The distribution of the anomaly in the sexes is as follows. The animals
in 'fable t included twenty-seven normal dogs, twenty-seven noi'mal
bitches, sixteen overshot dogs and four overshot bitches. Amongst the
offspring of two kno~n heterozygotes, there were three normal dogs, five
normal hitches and two affected bitches. In the baekcross litter, there
were four normal dogs, one abnormal dog and two abnormal bitches. The
sex ratio amongst the norma.ls is undisturbed (tlfirty-four dogs, thirV-two
bitches). Amongst the affected animals, there is an excess of males
(seventeen dogs, eight bitches); the difference is, however, llOt significant
(Xz= 3.2¢0 for one degree of freedom; P = 0.07% There is no indication
of sex-linkage in the pedigrees.
The material available for the description of the a n a t o m y and the
developmen~ of the anomaly is very scanty, and many questions cannot
be answered adequately.
We possess the skulls and atlases of a normal dachshund bitch,
I4 months old, and of an abnormal dog of the same age; the animals are
half-sibs (same fat-her, t~o different heterozygous mothers). The dog had
been buried for some time; the skull is slightly damaged across the left.
frontal bone, and the central upper incisors, the right upper third pre~
molar and the left lower third molar are missing. In addition, we have
kept a normal dog' and an abnormal bitch (litter mates) for 8½ months.
Lateral view X~ray photographs of the heads were taken at the age of ~7,
61, 89, 116 and 152 days, and X-ray photographs of the heads in top view
were ta.kel~ at the age of 89 and 152 days. A final inspection, particularly
of their teeth, was made on the 261st day.
Four sets of differehces may occur between the individuals. They are :
(a) Differences due to the main gene ("typical" differences).
(b) Differences due to other genes and the environment (" accidental"
differences).
(e) Sex differences.
(d) Age differences.
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These differences can be distingnished only in part. There is no age
difference for the comparison between members of each pair of animMs.
As the last X-ray photos were taken when the second set of animals was
nearly fully grown, af ]east so far as the skull is concerned, the age
difference between the ~vo sets of animals is practically negligible. Sex
differences can be largely eliminated by {he fact thug the material contains both sexes of laormals and abnormals. In practice it remains 50
distinguish between "typical" and "accidental" differences. Differences
found between the two normals and between the two abnormals are
almost certMnly "~"accidenta]", whether genetic in nature or not. Resemblances between the abnormals which differentiate them from bo~h the
normals will mostly be "typical". The comparison is made more diffleuI~
by the fact t h a t many features can be easily seen and measured on the
skulls width are hidden in the radiographs. In view of these di~enlties,
we are giving extensive illustra~imas of the two skulls which are based on
photographs (Text-figs. 1-6); m a n y minor differences not mentioned in
the text will be found there.
Living oversho~ animals flare somewhat longer and more pointed
snouts t h a n normals, in side view, the upper lip droops and hangs clown
over tJae mandible; less of ~11e rime ori is thus visible than in normals.
This drooping of ~he upper lip is the sign by which newly born animals
can be recognized as overshot.
On retracting the lips from the teeth, a very ab~lormal occlusion of
the teeth is seen. In a normal animal, the lower incisors bite closely
against the tubercula dengalia on the linguaI surface of the upper i~cisors.
The lower canines fit into the gap between ~he 3rd upper incisors a~d the
upper canines. In oversho% animals, there is no contact between the
kpper and lower incisors at all. The mandible is about 12-18 ram. too
short in proportion to ~he upper jaw. Tl~e lower ealfines bite into the gap
between the upper canines and the :firs~ premolars, instead of into the
gap between the third incisors and ~he canines. This faulty occlusion is
evidently the direct cause for ~he altered position of some of ~he teeth.
The lower canines occlude with a region of the upper ja.w -~vhich is wider
~han the normal region, in front of the upper canines; the lower canines
~herefore point more outwards in lateral direction, and at the same time
are more curved backwards. The gap between upper canines and first
upper premolars is wider ~han normal; this is apparently due to the lower
canines, which :in ~h.e abnormal animals come to lie between these teeth.
when eke jaws ace closed. On the other hand, fihe distance between th_e
lower canines and d~e firse lower premolars is ra~.ther shorter thall in.
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normals. The front parts of the os incisivum are bent downwards, and the
u p p e r incisors are poSnting downwards and baok~vards; ~his is evidently
due ~o the lack of counter-pressure normally exerted b y the lower incisor,~.
As. a consequence, the gap between the third ineisoz's slid the canines is

TexL-.ffg. 1. ~;-ol'm~lskull (b.~+~ch,above) and abnormal skull (dog, below). ~o~e fauRy
o%dusion of the f~ont tee~h, iorese~co of persistenJ~ ~lol~ermi~ oa.lzi,l~and absence of
second upper molars in the abnorma.t aninlal. The flatteroutline of the nmlrocraninm
in the abnormal dog is due ~o a somewha,t stronger occipital c~'est and p1'obably
acoiclentat..All drawings are approximately 0-55 naLur~I size.
ha.re'owe1' t h a n normal, and the anterior part of the lJard pala~e is considerably more concave ~lfan in a normal animal.
I n stri[dng contrast to all these anomalies of occlusion in the fl'ont

teeth: the oeohlsion in the region of ~he carnassialsand mol~rs is entiz'e]y
norma~, both in the li~dng animals and in ~he skulls. This suggests that
the a n o m a l y of the ove~shot animals concerns the anterior parts of the
jaws r a t h e r t h a n the jaws as a whole.
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We mention here some differences ~s regards the ~eeth be~weex ~he
l~ormal and abIzorm~l skull 9Iost of ~hem seem to be '%ceidenta}":
(1) Presence of persisten~ milk canines. A persistent, upper milk
canine behind the permanent too~h is present on fhe left side of the
abnormaI dog, and an 9mp~y socke~ on the righ~ side indicates gha~ a
similar leech was originally presen[ there. A similar eondi%ion ex-is~ed

Text-fig. 2. NormM sk~11 (bitch, abe,,e) ~nd abnorm~I skull (dog, below). Note ~ho bel~d[ng
do~rn of bhe os inoisi~u,n, ~n4 ~he ditl-erence in shape of the pter.ygoid process. The
lgg~.er difference m a y or m a y a~ot be ~ecidentaI.

for a short time in the al)normal bitch, bu6 the J~ilk canines were ex~entu~lly shed. Persistence of upper mil.k canines is not rare in dachstmn.ds
in gen.eral. Their occurrence in the abuormal skull Js thus probably
aceid en gal.
(2) Bilateral lack of second.upper molars in %he abnormal skull. Bot,h
~5.e livfng ~lormal and abnormal l~s~ve tl.le upper second molars, as sho~n
by X-ray photographs. These teeth are not consent.it in dogs i.n general.
Of eighty-five dog skulls in t}te collection, of ~,he Department of Zoology,
Uni~'ersi~y College, London, ~he toobh ~va.s absent bilaeeral.ly in two
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indiviemals and hemiIaterally in another animal. It may be mentioned
tha% in the same collection, a third upper molar was presen~ bilaterally in
~wo and hemila~erally in one individuali bilaferal occurrence of five
instead of fmlr premolars in tlle maxilla was found in one animal.

Text-fig. a. Top views of normal skull {bitch, left) mid a,bnorma.1 skull {dog, righ{). Note
the increased leng-~h of ~he nasal bones in th~ ahnormM individual. ~nd th~ fact that
several cra.~iM sutures are still visible wlfich have disappeared m the normM animal.
The abnormM skull is wider in th~ region of the fronted hones; this difference is accL
d e n ~ l a,~d may" be a, sex difference.

(3) Normal dogs have an accessory cusp at ~he distal ridge of the
second, third and fourth premolars in the mandible, the cusp being
biggest, in the fourth and smallest in the seooncl premolar; similar ]out
smaller cusps occur on the second and third premolar in the ma~lla. In
the abnormM .skull these cusps are very mtmh reduced in size; in the
lower jaw, t]ae cusp of the fom'th premolar is much smaller t.han normM,
and dmse of the second and third premolar are absent aRoge~her. Tile.
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cusps in ~he maxillary teeth are virtu~lly ~bsen~. The condition resembles
very much the n o r m a l appearance of these t,eeth as found in the fox.
The premoI~rs of the living abnormal bit.oh and t,he n o r m a l dog are
completely normal. There is ~hus li~tle doub~ t h a t the a b n o r m a l i t y of
these teeth ~s found in the skull of the a b n o r m a l dog is unconnected with

Tex%-fig. 4. SklflI basis view 'of uormM bi~,eh (Ief~) a.nd ~bnorm~l dog (right}. Note particl~Iarl.y"~he differe~iee hi the dh:~otion of 6h~ sutures betweerzthe ossa inei,iva and ~lle
maxilGe, provijaglengthening of the maxilla ia ifs anterior pa.r~s. The foca,ruble pMai,im~
a.n~eriora a,re bi_~gerin ~he ~b~ormal ~tfimaI (~ypieaIdi.fferertee). The dist,~nee,bet,ween'
~hh'c[]premolar~ d u~rna.,~siaiis grea,ter h~~heM~normMa.lfimM ( ? ~eciden~aldifference).
8everM mino~: dffq%renees in ~,he region of ~he pte'rygoid a~d ~he o~i.c region are of
doubt%t significance.
~;he ja,w anomaly. On the o~her hand, the }?erfeotly regular a p p e a r a n c e o f
the easp reduction strongly suggests Chat it m a y be genetic in origin, The
a.ppe~ra,nee of these cusps 5./dogs in gen.eral is s o m e w h a t variable. I n the
slmlt colleo~iola referred ~o above, no individual with a similarly complete
reduction of these cusps has been found.
All the teeth are considerably smaller M ~he a b n o r m M skulI t h a n in the
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normM one, A simila, r difference is fom~d between ~he teeth of th~ two
living ~nimals. This diffel'ence may be %.ypical. Bn'~ tooth size is very

s

Text-fig. 5. gla,ndibleofnormM bitch (leg) a~id M m o r m M dog (right). _Noteshortnessof the
symphysLsin the abnormal animal
variable in. clogs in general and in daohshu.nds in pa,rt~cular. W e lherefo:re

camlot exclude the possibility t h a t the resem]}la,nce betweml the two
J'om'n. of Genetics x~xJx
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laormals on the clio h~nd and the two abnormals on tile other hand, m~y
be accidental.
The following descrip[,ion is mainly based on the skulls; the main
features are ~lso recognizable in the radiographs. In the abnorma]
animal, the snout is somewhat elongated. This is particularly noticeable
in the ngsals and to a somewhat lesser extent in the maxilla. The os incisivum does not appear to differ in size from the normal, a p a r t from the
fact %hat its anterior part with the Ncisors is bent downwards. The dorsoventral diameter of the nose, that is go say, the distance between its roof

Tex~-fig. 6. ~[andibte of ~ormgl bitch (a~bove)and abnormal dog (helow), seen normal ~o
~he plane of the r~mus maudibulae. Note closeness of the ~wo £oram[aa men,alia in
ehe almormaI ~ndividu~l aacl reduction of ~he accessory cusps ia the second, ~hird a.nd
£om'ghpremols.r.
and the hard palate, is redaced. The foramia.a pglati~a anteriors are
e onsiderabiy longer anteriorly; ~hJ.s is also visible in the radiographs i.n
t,op view. Simila~:ly large foramina did not occur in ~he skull collection
mentioned above.
The mandible i.s shorter bhau norraral. The shortening seems to affect
f~he anterior parts only. The symphysis is much shorter, and the two
foraming mentalia on each side of the mandible are closer together.
From the molar region backwards, no difference is no~iceable between @.e
normal a.nd abnormal mandible.
I t therefore-aj?pea,rs t h a t the fault:y occh:i.sJ.on of the Front teeth is
caused both b y a shortening of the ma.ndiblo an.d a lel~gthening of the

upper jaw, at ]east in, fu].ly grown alJimals. An investigation of the
radiographs suggests t h a t {.1~e mandible is primarily affected~ a,nd t h a t the
~lte:l:ationsin the upper jaw a.re of a secondary nature. In the. earliest
ra.diograph (~7 days, PI. IV), there is no appreciable difference h.~.snout
length, but the anterior pr~rts of the mandible are already clearly
shortened; the atDnormal occlusion is precisely the same in the deciduous
dentition as it is later :found in the permanent teeth. Even at the age of
]52 days, the lengthening of the upper jaw is not yet so marked as in ~l~e
skull, and the bending down of the os incisivum has not yet so far
developed. On the other ha.nd~ the reduced dorso-ventra.l diameter of the
nose is already cle&rly noticeable at that age.
The follo~sdng explanation seems plausible, though it is t~r fl.om being
proven. The r~andfble is primarily a.:ffected. This leads to an occlusion of
the lower canines behind instead of in front of the upper canines. Ig
seems t h a t the lower canines exert pressure against the upper canines
fl'om behind and thus secondarily cause an elongation of the anterior
parts of the upper jaw. The bending down of the os nieisivum is due to the
~ack of counter-pressure, as mentioned above. Perhaps there is some
relation between the reduced height of the nose and this bending dow~.
Similarly, there is presumably some connexion between the abnormal
strains and'stresses caused by the abnormal occlusion and the increased
size of the foramina palatine anteriors.
The neuroeranium seems to be seth'ely unaffected by ~he jaw anomaly.
t t will be noticed that the width of the frontals, where they contain the
f r o n t a l sil~.uses, is considerably greater in the abnormal skull. In the
1Rdng animals, the reverse seems to hold, to judge from palpation (the
region is not clearly visible in radiographs). The difference is thus ~:accid e n t a l " ; as it differentiates the.two dogs fl:om the two bitches, it may be
a secondary sexual character. 3{inor differences in the pterygoidprocesses,
in the shape of the foremen occipitale magnum and ~he atlases may or
m a y not be accidental; these structures are not clearly visible in the
radiographs, and no comparison is thus possible, The same applies to a
difference in the obliteration of the cranial sutures. These are far more
obliterated in the normal skull, than in the abnormal one. No other bones
of the skeleton have been available for examination.
]?he question arises as to the eeoUSe of the reduced growth of th.e
anterior parts of the mandible_ No definite answer can be given, but a
tentative suggestion may be made. I t wa.s pointed out above t h a t both
abnormal animals have considerably smaller teet]~ than the norms.Is.
This is pa.rticularly striking in the case of t.l?e skull of the abnormal dog,
19-2
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which is bigger than that of the normal bitch. If this difference, should
turn out to be typicM, R may be the root cause of the anomaly. I t seems
that in man, at any rate, the size of the maxi!la is less dependent on the
size of the teeth ~han the mandible. I t is often found that the maxillary
teeth stand in loose formation with gaps in between the teeth; in such
cases the maxilla is evidently bigger than is required by the size of the
teeth. No such loose formation is found in human mandibles, where the
teeth always stand close together. If s corresponding relation holds for
the dog, a general reduction of tooth size might lead to a shortening of the
mandible without affecting the upper jaw.
SIffgINAP~Y

A new autosomal recessive gear is described in long-hMred dachs~
hunds which causes a fauRy occlusion of the front teeth. R appears that
the primary effect of the gene resuRs in a shortening of the anterior par~s
of the ma~dible. The Nulty occIasion thus produced apparently leads to
a lengthening of the upper jaw.
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X-ray .photographs of normM dog (~bove) and e~bnorma.[ bitch (below), lR~er mates,
~[7days old. In beth radiographs, par~s of a human Laud holding the a~i.mal's head ave
v~s~bIe.
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